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,-,The Publishers of PhUosophjc AbstraCts take Pleasure zn
.' Announcing for'Summer I94I publication
TBE DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY
Although embraced in one volume, the dictionary covers metaphysics, ethics,
epistemology, logic,· philosophy of religion, esthetics, philosophy of law, philoso-
phy of educaqon, social philosophy and philosophical psychology. Special empha-
sis has been placed on the definition of basic concepts and terms germane to the
contemporary schools of phiwsophy, logical positivism, dialectical materialism,
mathematical logic, neo-scholasticism, philosophy of s-:ience, Chinese, Jewish
and Indian philosophy.
The DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY is edited by Dagobert D. Runes wiith
the collaboration of Alonzo Church, Rudolf Carnap, G. Watts Cunningham,
Edgar Sheffield Brightman, Irwin Edman, Rudolf Allers, A. C. Ewing, Ralph
Tyler Flewelling, Jorg~n Jorgensen, Ledger Wood, William Marias Malisoff, Carl
G. Hempel, B. A. G. Fuller, A. Cornelius Benjamin, Hunter Guthrie, Wilbur
Long, V. 1. McGill, A. C. Pegis, Glenn R. Morrow, Joseph Ratner, Wendell T.
Bush, Dorion CaiJ1lS, James K. Feibleman, Paul A. Schillp, Paul Weiss and, a
number of other scholars.
. Applications for further literature, as well as
other communications, should be addressed to:
PHILOSOPHIC ,ABSTRACTS
15 East 40th Street New York City
TBE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVmW
Published by The University of New Mexico
~.
The reader in New Mexico will find the problems of his state-
analyzed; any reader, anywhere, will find fresh and lively poems,·
book reviews, and stories.
SUBSCRIBE NOW
Mail SUbscriptions to THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, University Press, Albuquer-
que, New Mexico. One dollar a year.
(
Date .
I enclose ...............................••.... for .
subscription .... to THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW. .
)
I
<
Name ',1 '. ~ _ , .
MailingJ Address : ........•...................................
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